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VAPOR BARRIER
Cold fluid applied vapor barrier system

FEATURES and BENEFITS
Elongation & Recovery
Superior elongation of over 1000% elongation that 
delivers exceptional durability and performance over 
high movement areas and with a recovery of 80%

True Waterproofing
Passes a 150psi hydrostatic head, .08 perms per ASTM 
E96 and demonstrates extremely low water absorption.

Tenacious Adhesion
Adhesion of greater than 12lbf/in. (concrete) and 11lbf/
in. (wood). Adheres to most any substrate.

Self Repairing 
This is a very unique benefit that most products 
don’t have. The IWS membrane is self-sealing when 
punctured and has self-healing properties when cut.

Environmentally Friendly
An environmentally friendly, water-based, VOC-free 
system that is entirely cold applied; eliminating heat 
sources, torches, and dangerous gasses. IWS products 
are LEED certified earning business and building owners 
LEED credits. 

Specifications
IWS Waterproofing Spray Grade 
Color: Brown, Black when cured 
Available in 55 gallon drums and 275 gallon totes.
Roller/Brush and Trowel grade available in 5 gallon 
pails and 55 gallon drums.

Catalyst
Available in 50 pound bags.
Mixed 1 pound to 1 gallon of water.

The IWS Vapor Barrier System uses the Waterproofing Spray Grade material in a unique, efficient 
system that eliminates the problems of conventional vapor barrier systems. It is a safe, easy to 
use and evironmentally friendly system, used to reduce the amount of vapors, water and anti-
corrosive materials. The material is an elastomeric asphalt that has been modified and polymerized 
with a calcium cloride catalyst. Both components are waterborne and are applied in a specially 
designed process at ambient air tempertures to create a monolithic seamless vapor barrier.

Application Information on Page 2
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Application Process:
Please read all information in the general guidelines, product data sheets, guide specications and material safety 
data sheets (MSDS) before applying material. Published technical data and instructions are subject to change without 
notice. Contact your local IWS representative or visit our website for current technical data and instructions.

The IWS Dual Component System consists of a spray grade of the IWS product and a catalyst. The chemical 
reaction between the spray grade and the catalyst results in an instant set seamless rubber membrane. 
The instant set allows the seamless membrane to be in direct contact with water immediately and allows 
for the material to be applied vertically up to 150 mil thick in one application. Although the membrane 
still requires time to fully cure, it is approximately 80% cured when the two materials come into contact. 
This unique process does require specialized equipment and training to be applied correctly. This system 
is also not recommended for all types of applications. Contact IWS for dual compontent equipment specs 
and training.

Surface Preparation
Power wash the surface with a minimum of 2000psi. Remove all dirt, loose paint, rust, excessive chalk or other 
foreign matter for proper adhesion of the base coat. Previously coated surfaces should be tested. Check the 
compatibility by applying a test area of 2-3 square feet. Allow 72 hours to cure and check adhension per ASTM 3359.

Minimum application temperature 40°F (4°C). 
Allow 6 hours before subjecting application to heavy rain or freezing temperatures.

Follow technical application specification for the substrate to be coated.

Mixing
Agitate at slow speed 5 minutes per 5 gallon pail. 15 minutes for a 55 gallon drum and 30 minutes per 275 gallon 
tote.

Application
1. Ensure surface preparation is complete. 
2. Apply the base coat of 6-10 mils of the IWS Waterproofing product (DO NOT USE CATALYST).
3. Allow the color to turn from brown to black and check for proper adhension of the base coat.
4. Apply the final coat using the catalyst at 20-25 mils.
5. Allow to cure 72 hours. Cure time may vary depending on temperature, humidity and thickness of the application.

Clean up with tar remover, diesel fuel or mineral spirits. 

Store in a cool dry area. Do not store below 40°F (4°C) or in direct sunlight. 

Technical Services, specifications, training and warranty information is available by contacting a IWS Representative.

Safety data sheet available at:   WaterproofingRedefined.com    |    TECHNICAL HOT-LINE (616) 551-2610


